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Abstrac t
A three dimensional mathematic al model of the Soderberg electrode has been developed. The simulation
of the electrode can be divided into thermal-elec tric
analysis and stress analysis. The thermal-electric analysis includes the computatio n of the electro-magnetic
field and correspondi ng currents and heat generation.
The model is utilized in two ways . Firstly it is used
to calculate the nonuniform outer temperature in the
electrode due to central heat in the furnaces. Secondly
it is utilized to improve the design of the contact
clamps.

Introdu ction
Soderberg electrodes are widely used in the metallurgical industry, e.g. in the production of ferrosilicon . This
paper describes the developeme nt of a three dimensional mathematic al model of a Soderberg electrode.
Soderberg electrodes are characterize d by the self
baking process during production . This means that
carbon paste is fed into the upper part of the electrode. It melts as the temperature rises, on the way
down. At temperature s in the range of 450-500°C, the
paste is baked to form a solid conductor.
Alternating current is fed into the electrode through
contact clamps in the baking area, and short-circui ted
through the bottom . This results in very high temperatures because of the resistivity in the electrode and
thermal radiation from the electric arc at the bottom.
Abrupt changes in temperatur e gradients may lead
to high thermal stresses in the electrode. Thiscan lead
to electrode breakage with serious consequences for the
furnace operation.

Problem descrip tion
The bulk of the electrode is made of carbon paste. It
is cylindrical and covered with a steel casing, which is
neccesary to keep the liquid carbon paste inside the
cylinder. Steel fins are placed radially in the cylinder
and welded to the casing, binding the baked carbon

Figure 1: A Soderberg electrode.
mass to the casing. Figure 1 shows the geometry of a
typical Soderberg electrode . The thermal-ele ctric analysis of the electrode can be divided into two phases
which are dependent because of the tempernture dependence of the carbon and heat generation from the
electric current.
• Computatio n of the electromagn etic field and corresponding currents and heat generation.
• Computatio n of the time depe1ident temperature
distribution , given the Joule heat generation from
the electric currents.
Most of the material constants for the temperature
and electric fields e.g. thermal coefficient, density and
resistivity are tem1ierature dependent. Electric current
through a body, res ults in thermal energy because of
the resistance . This energy is connected to the heat
equation. It is then necessary to solve the nonlinear
heat equation and the electromagn etic field equations
by iteration . This can give convergence problems if the
coefficients are highly nonlinear.
In the thermal analysis, a constant temperature is
_applied on the top of the electrode. The outer surface
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of the cylinder is under convect.ion load. Tlw bottom
surface is under uniform heat flux load.
Moclellinr; was clone in ANSYS IGJ. a finite clement.
package from Swanson Analysis Systems Inc. Computations were performed 011 a HP workstation at the
Mech. Eng. Department at the University of Iceland.

i11t.c!rfacc!S are given a.s 115, eq. 21.25-28j,
n · (D2 - D 1) = 0

x (E2 - Ei) = 0
n · (B2 - B 1) = 0
nx(H2-H1 )=K1
II

The partial differential equations must be subject
to proper boundary conditions to ensure existent an<l
unique solution.
·
Basically, three special types of boundary conc..litions
are considered. These conditions can be classified as,

Electrom agnetic and thermal
analysis
Theory of electromagnet ic- and temperature field is
presented and discussed. Assumptions and simplifications are pointed out and the boundary conditions are
described.

• Surface of a gooc..l conductor. Co11duct.ivity of surroundings much lower than the domain co11ductivit,y.

Maxwell's equations

• Current flow into conductor.

Electromagne tic fields are presented in general by
Maxwell's equations. The four equations represent
Gauss's law (1), Faraday's law (2) and Amperes law
(3)-( 4) [15, sec. 21-2].

• Symmetry condition at appropriate surfaces.

"V·D=pt

(1)

8B

\lxE=--

8t
"V·B=O

DD

\lxH=Jt +-

8t

(2)
(3)

(4)

The field variables are defined as follows,

D
E
B
H
JI
Pt

Electric flux density, C /m 2 .
Electric field intensity, V/m.
Magnetic flux density, Weber/m 2 .
Magnetic field intensity, A/m.
Ftec current density, A/m 2 .
Free charge density, C/m 3 .

The total current density J is the sum of the free
current density and magnetization current density. If
it is assumed that there are no permanent magnets
in the matt.er and no polarization, the following can be
defined D = EoE and H = f;B, whereµ is the magnetic
permeability. Furthermore, there are no free charges in
a conductor, so in that case Pt
0.
As it is assumed that the fields are slowly varying at
low frequencies, the displacement current ~ can be
neglected and excluded from (4).

=

Electroma gnetic boundary conditions
General boundary conditions are given for surface discontinuities, which must be applied if material properties change at the boundary. K t is defined as the sur·f ace curr-ent density and n denoted as the outer normal
of the surface. Then boundary conditions at conductor
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The first case is idealized as a surface of a perfect
conductor [15, eq. 26.2]. In the second case , it is assumed that the current density vector is normal to the
surface. In the last case symmetry conditio11 i~ presented . This condition is a natural result of discretization by the Galerkin method. Thus, it is not neccesary
to impose symmetry conditions explicity.
The outer electrode area, toµ of the electrode, outer
co11tact clamps area and lower part of clamps is regarded as perfectly isolated. This means that there
is no current and no magnetic flux out of these areas . Voltage potential <P is set to zero at the upper
part of contact clamps, which is a constraint boundary
condition . Cmrent flow is imposed at the bottom, with
voltage degrees of freedom coupled to ensure an u11ique
solution.

The temperatu re field
Temperature distribution in a solid is based on
Fourier's law of thermal con cl uction. The following ·
partial differential equation describes the temperature
distribution as a function of time [5, sec. 1.1 [. If sufficient bou11dary conditions arc give11, the linear problem
is well posed .

8T
peat = \7 · (k\JT)

+q

(5)

If the specific heat c, density p and thermal conductivity k are temperature dependent, the equation
is non linear. The source term q is given in watts per
u11it volume.
There are four types of boundary co11ditions for a
typical thermal conduction problem.
Dirichlet
Neumann
Convection
Radiation

T =To
n · 'VT= Qo
n ·'VT= h(T - Tw)
n · 'VT = aotT 4
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Three types of thermal boundary conditions are considerr.d . The temperature at the top of the elect.rode
is set to a constant value. Convection conditions are
applied at. t.!te whole outer area of I.he electrode and
coutact clamps. At t.he bottolll, thermal flnx int.o the
bottom is given explicitly.
Given the electric current density J <tnd electric couductivit)' a, the Joule heat generation due to resistance
in the solid is given by,
IJ

1

= -.J

that the skin effect is not important in the electrode
analysis .
A unit relal.ive perr11C~abilit.y of carbon is assumc~cl.
High permeabilities are r.ommo n iu iron cores uf cdect.ric
l.rnusfunners, I.Jut the penncability is close t.u 1111it.y for
1nost substauces. Electric co11duc:tivit.y is a fuuctiuu of
temperature for both steel ancl baked l;aruon , am! is
given in jl, fig. Gj .

Thermal properties
2

(G)

(7

This is the essential result from the electrornaguet ic
analysis that is used to perform the thermal computations. As the heat generation is approximately a second
power function of the applied current the temperature
solution is very sensitive to the current load.

Material propertie s
Two classes of material properties are involved in this
analysis of the Soderberg electrode: electromagnet ic
properties (magnetic permeability, electric conductivity) and thermal properties (thermal conductivity, density, specific heat).
The working conditions for the electrode span very
large temperature intervals and the material coefficients are strongly temperature dependent.
The electrode ca rl..> on paste is l..>aked at about G00°C
and temperatures can ue up to 3000°C. Steel melts at
about 1350°C so phase changes are assumed to take
place at that temperature.

Tluee material coeJlicient.s are involved i11 th(•nual
analysis with a heat source . They are thermal co11ductivity k, density p and specific heat, c.
These properties arc temperature depe11dent. aml will
result in a nonlii1car analysis. Properties from E lkem
Research are used, I.Jut are not shown here since they
are strictly confidential [12J. Both density and specific
heat. are of minor interest iu the steel casing. The casi11g and tlw fins arc very small in volume, compared
to the rnrbo11 paste, the cross sectio11al area of steel is
a.bout one percent of the carbon area. Thermal conductivity of steel is about. 30-40 W /m°K for temperatures
over 200°C, which is not even an order of magnitude
greater than for carbon. It is therefore not important
to evaluate thermal conductivity of steel with great accuracy, or dependent of temperature .

Model descripti on
The model has ueen developed usi11g ANSYS, a
genernl purpose finite element program. The three
dimensional model is descril..>ed with respect t.o geometry, bou11dary conditions <tnd volume loads.

Electroma gnetic properties
First the magnetic perweability is considered . Perme7
ability of free space is µ 0 = 47fl0- and the true permeability of a sul..>stance is often written as f.L = /Lo/L,.
where /Lr is a relative value. A very important aspect,
connected to the permeability, is the skin effect, given
iu (7).
In a time varying magnetic field, currents are induced and are dense at outer surfaces of conductors .
This is referred to as the skin effect, and the induced
currents are called eddy cur-rents. It is possihle to estimate the thickness of the skin by using the following
formula [13, eq. 5.107a],

s=~

Geometry
Three electrodes as shown in figure l arc placed together in the furnace, forming a 60°angle. Since the
temperature iu t.he furnace is largest at Uie cent.er, we
have one symmetry coudition that ca11 l..>e uti lized to
simplify the model to a half-cylinder. Figure 2 show8
the placement of electrodes in the furnace.

(7)

The skin effect acts as an isolator between the two
fields on each side of the conductor surface. If the skin
depth is very small, thin plates can act like magnetic
isolators and therefore partially uncouple the field on
each side.
If the relative magnetic permeability of steel is close
to one, the skin depth of the steel plates in the electrode is about 67mm at least. It can ~hen be assumed

Figure 2: Electrode placement in a furnace.
Various dimensions of the model are given as parameters, making it easy to change the model for different
cases. Parameters that can be adjusted are:
• Diameter of the electrode.
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Figure 3: Steel elements in the casing and fins.

Figure 5: An element mesh of the electrode.
Figure 4: Axial cross section of"electrode.
• Casing and fin thickness.
• Number of fins, equally placed in angular position.
• Size of the fins in radial direction into the electrode.
• Diameter of center hole.
• Thickness of steel pipe in center hole.
• Radial position of the center hole,_ in the symmetry
plane.
• Thickness of the contact clamps.
• Total heigth of electrode and contact clamps, plus
position of clamps.
The casing is combined of equal size cylindrical sections, welded together. Equally spaced fins are placed
on the casing wall, going from the top to some distance
below the wall in each casing section.
Figure 5 shows the element model of the electrode
with steel fins and contact clamps attached, and figure
4 shows an axial.cross section. of the electrode with one
element division in each part of the electrode.

Elemen t types
First order elements with linear form functions are
used in both thermal and electromagnetic computations. These are eight node isoparametric elements.
The electromagnetic element has four degrees of freedom, which consist of the three dimensional vector potential A and a time integrated scalar potential tf>.
The thermal element only has one temperatu re degree of freedom. This element can be used for nonlinear

computations, which is necessary because of the temperature dependent material coefficients.
The electrode is formed by appropria te finite elements. It is not feasible to model the thin steel sheets
as a complete part of the finite element mesh, since it
would result in abrupt changes in the mesh .
We assume that all the fields considered are constant through the _thickness of the steel plates. This
can be imposed in the finite element formulation by
coupling the adjacent corner nodes together in the steel
elements. It can be shown, by using the linear properties of the system of equations, that this is equivalent
to forcing the field to be constant through the thickness
of the thin bricks.

Result s
The model has been verified to some extent by composing its results with results from 2-D electrode model
by Elkem Carbon. This has yielded positive results.
The simulations of both models are comparable for a
given case. The model has been utilized for a specific
purpose with promising results. An ongoing project
has the goal of analyzing the feasibility of an extensive
modification of the Soderberg electrode.
For the purpose of this paper the rriodel was used
to analyse the size effects of the contact clamps and
the consequences of nonuniform temperatu re distribution at the outer area of the electrode. The results
are presented in figures of temperatu re and heat generation distribution over the symmetry section of the
electrode.
The electrode is 1.55· m in diameter, with 2.6 mm
thick steel casing and fins. There are 3 metres from
bottom to lower part of contact clamps, and the clamps
are I.2 metres high.
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Figure G: Temperature solution for a u11ifonu oute1
temperature.

Figure 8: Cmrcut. density fur real cuutacl. damps.
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Figure 9: Current density for contact clamps with half
size.

Figure 7: Temperature solution for a nonuniform outer
temperature.

An operational condition with 120 kA current load
is chosen with a predetermined thermal flux at the
bottom, 16000 W . The convection parameters are
considered nonuniform over the whole electrode, and
adjusted to obtain acceptable results.

Contact clamps
A steady state analysis with different size of the contact clamps is considered. Figure 9 shows the current
density where the sizes of the contact clamps are half
of the real size. Compared to the figure 8 the difference in the current density is negligible . For smaller
clamps the heat geuerated is more uniform with a less
temperature gradient.

Nonuniform outer temperature

Conclusions and Discussion
The outer temperature of the electrode is not uniform ,
because of the heat generation in the center of the electrode as shown in figure 2.
In the equation q = hA(T - T00 ), his set to 22 and
T00 is between 300°to 700°C. The top of the electrode
is kep t at a constant temperature of 100°C and the
temperature outside the contact clamps is 200°C .
Figure 6 shows the thermal conditions after convergence of the coupled thermal-electromagnetic computations for the uniform case. The baking area at 500°C
is at the lower tip of the contact clamps [7]. Figure 7
shows the effect of nonuniform outer temperature.

The two problems ·presented in this paper were chosen to show how the model can be utilized to answer
questions that conventional 2-D models cau't. It is
well known that the temperature in a submerged arc
furnace is in maximum in the cent.er, between the electrodes, but decreases towards the site walls. The simulations coufinn that the temperature gradient in the
furnace will lead to non-uniform temperature distribution in the electrode. The simulation with to different sizes of contact clamps indicate that the current
distribution would not be disturbed by decreasing the
contact clamps by half. Knowing that the conventional
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contact clamps are made of copper, it seems that some
saving in the investment and 111ai11te11;111ce of the Siiderl>erµ; 1,1<-ct.rodo co uld bl' n•a.chcd.
Furi.11l'r dev<~loprncnt of I.he 111od!d is in prnµ;n,ss and
ongoing activities include a detailed vcrihcation. Thio
is done by making temperature measurements on a full
scale Soderberg electrode at Grnndart.angi, Iceland .
Auother ongoing activity is a sensitivity analysis on
the ANSYS 1uodel where the sensitivity of the model
results to changes in the boundary conditions and the
material properties of the electrode paste are mapped.
This will help to focus on the most important materialand model properties . A continuation of this work is to
re-measure the corresponding material properties, thus
making a more solid base for the model simulations.
Auother important field are the boundary conditions
of the model. These are somewhat simplified, e.g . at
the electrode .tip where improvements are required
and better understanding of how the arc influences
the temperature distribution and the thermal stresses
is needed. In addition, IA experience shows that the
electrode is far from being a regular cylinder in shape
near the electrode tip. These irregularities in the
shape might influence the c,onditions higher up in the
electrode.
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